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							London Property Experts
Offering expert Property Services in London and across the UK 
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Property Management

	
		
			Residential; Commercial; Block Management; Single unit management


		

	

read more 
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Valuation Surveys

	
		
			Residential; Commercial; Lease Extensions; ATED/SDLT/CGT


		

	

read more 
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Building Surveying

	
		
			Dilapidations; Section 18 Valuations; Project monitoring; Building Surveys; Rights of Light; Party Wall


		

	

read more 





	
		
			OUR SERVICES


		

	


	
		
			How can AWH help you?
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                  Commercial Valuations

                  A commercial valuation surveyor will value commercial property such as shops, offices and warehouses.
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                  Residential valuation

                  A residential valuation tells you how much your home is worth if you were to put it on the market.
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                  Architectural Services

                  A project is not only the result of the architects’ personal and artistic contribution but the synthesis of the matrix of clients’ requirements, contributions, desires and goals
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                  Land Registry Compliant Plans

                  Anderson, Wilde & Harris have considerable experience in preparing compliant lease plans, ensuring that applications are accepted first time
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                  Dilapidations

                  Dilapidations are breaches of covenant to repair a building contained in a lease.
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                  Planning Applications

                  We offer home-owner & Landlord gas checks with Gas Safe engineers.
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Bloomsbury Plaza Residents Association


It has been a great pleasure to work with you since AWH commenced the management. We have all been much impressed by AWH.



It has been a great pleasure to work with you since AWH commenced the management. We have all been much impressed by AWH.
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Hanover Gate Mansions


Thank you for doing such a great job of managing the properties. Before you took over we always noticed that there seemed to be an unnecessary amount of gardening being done - at an excessive cost per year. We're pleased to see that the front garden looks just as nice but you've significantly cut the costs.


Removing the fire escapes, as well as improving safety will be a significant improvement to the light quality in the flats below, and will reduce the damage to the windows below.


- Lessee at Hanover Gate Mansions
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Climpson & Co. Limited


What can I say but you're doing a fantastic Job and we appreciate all you're doing for us.



What can I say but you're doing a fantastic Job and we appreciate all you're doing for us.
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Graham Properties


I would like to take this opportunity to comment that having dealt with multiple managing agents over the years, it was a breath of fresh air to deal with your company who sent everything across very precisely and efficiently and made the whole process extremely straight forward and easy, I very much appreciate it.
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Chancellor Court N3


Moving the managing agents of our block of flats to Clive Greenwood and his team at Anderson Wilde & Harris, has proved a breath of fresh air. They have grasped the various inherited nuances that came with the block. They are swift to respond to every request or incident be they current, or future planned upgrade issues. The latter fully supported by an excellent AWH Building Projects Management team. They answer their telephones without having to go through time consuming switchboards, and reply almost instantly to messages and emails. Rapid communication and good advice has been the key for us and we are always felt to be important. What more should one wish for?
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                              Valuation expertise based on a strong foundation in business - Meet Helena Gleeson
                            

                            
                                We are delighted that Helena Gleeson, BSc (Hons) MSc MRICS has joined our incredible...
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                              Mediation vs Litigation in Construction Disputes
                            

                            
                                In the high-stakes world of construction, disputes are almost inevitable. Whether...
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                              A zeal to learn and a passion to build a career in property – Meet Alfie Munro
                            

                            
                                It is always exciting to see people starting out on their...
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	Can we help?
	

	 Contact AWH today!
	

	
		
		

	

	
		
		

	

	
		
		

	

	
		
		

	

	
		
		

	

	Sign me up for the newsletter!
	

	
		SEND MESSAGE 
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                    Phone: 0800 071 5517

                    Email: admin@awh.co.uk

                    Head office: 12, Dorrington Street, London, EC1N 7TB
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About AWH
			Anderson Wilde & Harris are trusted experts in Central London property. Our dedicated team specialise in Property Management, Property Valuations (both commercial and residential) and Building Surveying.



		Subscribe to our Newsletter
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